
SEW YOURSELF A CUTE 

patchwork 
panel

Daisy Dachshund lends herself to all kinds of stitchy 
projects – here, she has been transformed into a motif to 
decorate a patchwork panel. Experiment with any bright 

prints that you like, then sit back and enjoy thinking about 
what you will turn your creation into.

Make a  
patchwork panel

1 Cut eight 11.5cm squares each from two 
pale fabrics. Draw a diagonal line on the 
back of one set of prints, place face 

down on the other set and stitch 5mm either 
side of the line. Cut along the line, open out 
and press to make sixteen half square 
triangles (HSTs).

2 Sew the HSTs together in pairs and 
then the pairs into blocks, keeping the 
orientation the same way for each. 

Stitch the blocks of four together to make a 
panel roughly 41cm square in size. Press and 
layer onto felt wadding. Topstitch along all 
the seam lines and trim the wadding to the 
size of the panel.

3 Use the dachshund template to trace 
the design onto the reverse of the 
remaining patterned fabric but do not 

cut out. Pin the fabric face down onto plain 
backing material and sew around the drawn 
line. Cut around the design, 5mm from the 
stitching, clip the corners and snip a slit in  
the centre of the backing fabric only. Turn 
the dog out through the slit, pushing out the 
tail, limbs and features properly and press.  
Pin the dog to the centre of the patchwork 
panel and slip stitch in place with 
coordinating thread. 

Stitchy  
inspiration

You can use your panel 
in a variety of ways – 
try making a cushion 

cover or incorporate it 
into a quilt or  

patchwork bag.

Get started
• Three contrasting fabrics, fat 

quarters

• Felt wadding, 45cm square 

Size
• 41cm square



Patchwork template




